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A B S T R A C T

Background: Herpes Simplex Virus (HSV) drug resistance is a significant public health concern among im-
munocompromised individuals. Phenotypic assays are considered the gold standard method for detecting HSV
drug resistance. However, plaque reduction assays (PRAs) are technically demanding, often with long turn-
around times of up to four weeks. In contrast, genotypic tests can be performed within a few days.
Objectives: The development and coordination of the first European External Quality Assessment (EQA) study to
evaluate phenotypic and genotypic methods used for HSV drug resistance testing in specialised reference la-
boratories.
Study design: Four HSV-1 or HSV-2 strains with different antiviral susceptibility profiles were isolated from
clinical samples. Isolates were quantified by qPCR, and aliquoted in culture medium. One isolate was distributed
at two dilutions to help assess assay sensitivity. The panel was distributed to five European centres with a six-
week deadline for the return of phenotypic and genotypic results, together with clinical reports.
Results: Four out of five participating labs returned results by the deadline. Limited results were later available
from the fifth lab. Phenotypic and genotypic data were largely, but not completely, concordant. An unusual
resistance profile shown by one of the samples was explained by the detection of a mixed virus population after
extensive further investigation by one of the centres.
Conclusions: Discordant clinical outputs reflecting the diversity of phenotypic methodologies demonstrated the
utility of this exercise. With emerging genotypic technologies looking to supplant phenotyping, there is a need
for curated public databases, accessible interpretation tools and standardised control materials for quality
management. By establishing a network of testing laboratories, we hope that this EQA scheme will facilitate
ongoing progress in this area.

1. Background

Herpes Simplex Virus type 1 (HSV-1) and type 2 (HSV-2) are re-
sponsible for recurrent orofacial and genital infections. The primary
infection is usually self-limiting and is followed by establishment of
long-term latency in the ganglia of sensory nerves from where it can

recur upon alteration of the immune system. Neonates who are born to
mothers with active HSV may acquire the virus and develop life-
threatening conditions. Depending on extent of infection, neonatal
herpes can be categorised into three types: (1) skin, eye, and mouth
infections, (2) central nervous system involvement (encephalitis), and
(3) disseminated infection involving multiple organs such as liver,
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lungs, adrenals, brain, and kidneys [1].
A limited number of antivirals are available for prophylaxis or

treatment. Acyclovir (ACV), penciclovir (PCV), brivudin (BVDU) and
cidofovir (CDV) inhibit viral replication through their mis-incorpora-
tion into progeny genomes by viral DNA polymerase (pol) and prema-
turely terminating DNA extension nucleotide analogues. Unlike CDV,
the first three of these are administered as nucleoside analogue pro-
drugs, requiring intracellular activation by viral thymidine kinase (TK).
By contrast, foscarnet (FOS) inhibits pol activity through being a pyr-
ophosphate analogue. The development of resistance through muta-
tions in TK and/or pol is not uncommon, and is a significant public
health concern among immuno-compromised patients such as re-
cipients of solid organ or bone marrow transplants and people infected
with HIV [2,3].

Phenotypic methods are considered the gold standard for identi-
fying drug resistant HSV isolates, as they provide a direct measure of
the drug susceptibility of a clinical isolate and the plaque reduction
assay format is an approved standard method of the Clinical and
Laboratory Standards Institute [4,5]. However, the insensitivity, tech-
nical demands and long turnaround times of phenotyping that can
delay the clinical management of acutely infected patients have furth-
ered the use of genotypic methods [6,7]. Interpretation of genotypic
data remains difficult, as varied mutation types at diverse loci within
TK and within the conserved domains of pol mediate resistance. For
example, indel-mediated frameshifts within homopolymeric sequences
in TK that result in a truncated protein constitutes a common me-
chanism of resistance to nucleosides. There are many such indels
identified, but more are being discovered every year owing to the
plethora of potential mutation sites. Several groups have collated the
extensive scientific literature on HSV resistance mutations, in order to
assist in interpretation, but contradictory data on individual mutations
and the historical lack of a definitive in vitro recombinant system to
determine the impact upon antiviral susceptibility of individual muta-
tions has hindered the development of a much-needed interpretation
algorithm [8–10].

Currently, the small number of specialised laboratories across
Europe that offer HSV drug resistance testing have limited quality as-
surance resources. At the time of writing, the first pilot scheme for HSV
genotyping has just concluded (distributed by www.qcmd.org), and no
proficiency panel for phenotyping exists. Here, we report the first
combined European EQA scheme for HSV resistance testing, reporting
on both genotypic and phenotypic assays.

2. Objectives

To co-ordinate the first European HSV EQA scheme, enabling:

(i) the evaluation of phenotypic and genotypic methods used for HSV
drug resistance testing in specialised laboratories

(ii) the comparison of genotypic, phenotypic and clinical reports be-
tween participating laboratories

(iii) the establishment of a network of collaborating laboratories for
ongoing quality assurance to be established

3. Study design

The testing panel was prepared from UK clinical samples submitted
between 2010 and 2013 to the Antiviral Unit (AVU), Virus Reference
Department (VRD), Public Health England (PHE), Colindale (see
Table 1) and comprised two HSV type 1 strains (reference number:
HSV-EQA-2016-A and HSV-EQA-2016-C) and two HSV type 2 strains
(HSV-EQA-2016-B, and HSV-EQA-2016-D) with a range of antiviral
susceptibility profiles. Sample HSV-EQA-2016-E comprised a 10 x di-
lution of sample HSV-EQA-2016-B in order to help assess assay sensi-
tivity. The five samples (referred hereafter as EQA-A through EQA-E)
were quantified by qPCR (Geneproof), diluted in Dulbecco's Modified

Eagle Medium and stored at −80 °C as 1 ml aliquots in sealed bags
prior to distribution.

The five participating laboratories are listed here in alphabetical
order of country: Rega Institute for Medical Research, KU Leuven,
Leuven, Belgium; Laboratory of Virology, Hospices Civils de Lyon,
Lyon, France; National Reference Centre for Herpesviruses, La Pitié
Salpêtrière-Charles Foix University Hospital, Paris, France;
Microbiology Department, Central Pathology Laboratory, St James’s
Hospital, Dublin, Ireland; Virology Reference Department, Public
Health England (PHE), Colindale, London, UK.

Participants simultaneously received the panel on dry ice, and were
given a six-week deadline for return of results. Phenotypic and geno-
typic data, clinical reports, and responses to a questionnaire describing
methodologies, viral strains and viral sequences used as references were
requested. Unlike most EQA schemes, where large parts of how parti-
cipants analyse and report their data return are strictly specified, no
such prescriptions were made for this evaluation, allowing all labs free
rein to process the samples according to their local protocols.

4. Results

Four out of five laboratories (coded 1 through 4 to preserve anon-
ymity) returned data sets within the allotted turnaround time. The fifth
centre returned partial data sets later, which were not included in the
analysis.

4.1. Phenotypic resistance

From the questionnaires, each assay methodology was unique, but
all conformed to the basic principle of measuring viral growth in cell
monolayers at different dilutions of drug and establishing the drug
concentration at which a specific level of viral growth inhibition occurs,
commonly 50% or 95% (EC50 or EC95, i.e. 50% or 95% effective drug
concentration) [5,11]. Although each lab used its own reference strains,
cell lines and cut-off values for drug susceptibility, all used the standard
multi-well plate format (Supplementary Table S1).

Two labs used a method close to the classical ‘plaque reduction
assay’ (PRA) whereby cytopathic effect (CPE) is quantified by micro-
scopically counting the number of viral plaques formed [12]. A third
lab used a colorimetric measure of dye-uptake in a living-cell assay
[13], and the fourth one assigned each well a level of CPE from 0 to 5 (0
corresponding to 0% CPE and 5 to 100% CPE), also after microscopic
examination of wells [14,15].

Although EC50 data was available from testing labs, the variations in
assay design precluded direct comparison, and the clinically reported
susceptibility levels of either ‘Sensitive’, ‘Intermediate’ or ‘Resistant’ to
each drug were compared. All four labs tested for phenotypic resistance
to ACV and foscarnet (FOS). Labs 1 and 3 additionally tested for PCV
and cidofovir (CDV) resistance, however lab 1 did not report CDV re-
sults for the HSV-2 isolates. Additionally, lab 3 also tested for resistance
to the HSV-1-specific antiviral brivudin, ganciclovir, and adefovir (re-
sults not shown).

Direct comparison of each lab’s results are made in Table 2. Con-
cordance was observed for most sample-drug combinations, with the
following exceptions (variation between intermediate and resistant re-
porting was not considered noteworthy):

• EQA-C was reported as being susceptible to PCV by lab 3 and in-
termediate by lab 1. The converse pattern was seen with CDV and
EQA-C.

• Lab 2 reported EQA-D as susceptible to ACV. whereas labs 1, 3 and 4
reported an intermediate or resistant result. EQA-D was further in-
vestigated by lab 3 because of anomalous assay results. These are
discussed below.
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4.2. Genotypic resistance

Genotypic resistance assays amplify and sequence UL23 and UL30,
the two viral genes in which nearly all mutations conferring resistance
to currently available drugs are located [7]. After amplification by PCR,
complete viral genes (three labs) or regions encompassing the relevant
domains (one lab) are sequenced using either Next Generation Se-
quencing, NGS (one lab) or more commonly, Sanger sequencing plat-
forms (three labs). Loci where the consensus nucleotide sequence varies
from a reference strain are classified as resistance-associated, poly-
morphic, or unclear, after consultation with collated list(s) of known
mutations and their effects on antiviral susceptibility [3,8,9]. The range
of genotypic assays and their associated reference strains are listed in
Supplementary Table S2, but nevertheless, the detection and relevance
of non-polymorphic sites should be independent of the reference se-
quence used by a laboratory.

Complete TK and pol genes were sequenced by all four labs that
reported all five samples, with the exception of lab 2, whose pol ana-
lysis was restricted to amino acids 409–979 of HSV-1 (HSV-2 pol was
not sequenced). Lab 1 employed NGS to derive consensus nucleotide
and amino acid sequences. Labs 2–4 used Sanger sequencing.

In general, sequencing results were highly concordant (Table 3), as
were their interpretations. Where sequenced, all labs reported re-
sistance-associated pol mutations S724N in EQA-C and R628G in EQA-
D (only three labs sequenced HSV-2). With TK sequencing, all labs
detected a single base deletion in the homopolymeric run of Cs at nu-
cleotides 551–556 in sample EQA-B and in its diluted counterpart EQA-
E. Lab 3 detected a mixed population of mutant and wild-type, but in
common with the other labs, reported it as a resistance-associated
change conferring reduced susceptibility to ACV and PCV.

The only major discrepancy was seen in sample EQA-D. Reduced
phenotypic susceptibility was generally reported with ACV, PCV and
FOS, and while all testing labs reported R628G, only one reported a TK
mutation. Lab 3 reported T288 M, but noted that this mutation should
have conferred a higher level of resistance to the two guanosine ana-
logues than the intermediate level observed, prompting extensive fur-
ther investigation. Eleven viral clones were isolated from the dis-
tributed sample aliquot by plaque purification, and individual testing
suggested the original HSV population was composed of a mixed po-
pulation of two different mutant viruses. All viral clones harboured the
R628G in pol, but in only 3 of the 11 clones was T288 M detected in TK.
Phenotypic results were concordant with each clone’s genotype −
double TK/pol mutants were highly resistant to ACV, PCV and FOS,
while single pol mutants had lower ACV and FOS EC50 scores (Table 4).

Testing by lab 3 of their passaged EQA-D isolate revealed a lack of
T288M-containing viruses and a phenotype consistent with a popula-
tion of single pol mutants (not shown).

In the same sample, lab 1 detected a mixed base at position 863
using NGS, but failed to report the expected translation of T288 M.
Instead, apparently due to mis-numbering of the alignment with the
reference strain, this was reported at position 287, leading to its
omission from reported resistance loci.

5. Discussion

Currently, the gold standard method for detecting HSV resistance is
a phenotypic assay, which requires specialised laboratory experience
and is technically demanding with long turnaround times of up to three
to four weeks. In contrast, genotypic tests can be performed within a
few days and can be easily set up by most clinical microbiology la-
boratories with molecular experience, but rely on data generated by
phenotyping. ISO15189 standard 5.6.3 requires that laboratories par-
ticipate in an inter-laboratory comparison or proficiency testing pro-
gramme [16]. By co-ordinating the first European HSV EQA study to
evaluate phenotypic and genotypic methods used for HSV drug

Table 1
Characteristics of the HSV EQA Panel samples.

Sample HSV Type Age/Sex Clinical notes Treatment History Sample Viral load (copies/ml) Virus titre (pfu/ml)

A 1 33/F Excema herpeticum ACV Swab 6.1 × 104 3.1 × 103

B 2 36/M Immunosuppressed Unknown Ulcer swab 5.3 × 104 2.2 × 102

C 1 7/M Ulcer on tongue Unknown Ulcer swab 6.9 × 104 2.1 × 103

D 2 19/F Post-allograft BMT ACV, FOS Genital swab 4.9 × 104 1.7 × 102

E 2 36/M Immunosuppressed Unknown Ulcer swab 6.7 × 103 2.2 × 101

Table 2
Phenotypic resistance results from labs 1–4. S: Sensitive/Susceptible, I: Intermediate, R:
Resistant.

Sample Drug Lab 1 Lab 2 Lab 3 Lab 4

EQA-A ACV S S S S
PCV S – S –
CDV S – S –
FOS S S S S

EQA-B ACV R R R R
PCV R – R –
CDV – – S –
FOS S S S S

EQA-C ACV I R I R
PCV I – S –
CDV S – I –
FOS R R R R

EQA-D a ACV I S I/R R
PCV R – I/R –
CDV – – S/I –
FOS I R R R

EQA-E ACV R R R R
PCV R – R –
CDV – – S –
FOS S S S S

a Lab 3 further investigated sample EQA-D, see text.

Table 3
Reported genotypic resistance from labs 1–4. Lab 2 did not sequence HSV-2 pol.

Sample Gene Lab 1 Lab 2 Lab 3 Lab 4

EQA-A TK None None None None
pol None None None None

EQA-B TK Del C (nt
551–556)

Del C (nt
551)

Mixed population at nt
551–556 Del C &wild-
type

Del C (nt
551)

pol None – None None

EQA-C TK None None None None
pol S724N S724N S724N S724N

EQA-Da TK None None T288M* None
pol R628G – R628G R628G

EQA-E TK Del C (nt
551–556)

Del C (nt
551)

Mixed population at nt
551–556 Del C &wild-
type

Del C (nt
551)

pol None – None None

a Lab 3 further investigated sample EQA-D, see text and Table 4.
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resistance testing in five specialised laboratories from four European
countries, we have attempted to rectify the lack of such provision.

Statistical analysis of the raw phenotypic EC50 data was not pos-
sible, due to the methodologies, drug sensitivity cut-offs and reference
virus strains being centre-specific. Yet qualitative comparison according
to reported resistance level revealed general concordance across most
sample-drug combinations. As expected, complete concordance was
observed for sample EQA-A, which was sensitive to all drugs, and for
the duplicate samples EQA-B and EQA-E, which contained a well-
characterised deletion mutation in the HSV-2 TK gene resulting in a
premature stop codon [17].

Discordant interpretations were drawn for the other samples, both
of which contained substitution mutations in the DNA pol and/or TK
genes, which can confer variable effects on antiviral resistance. Both in
vitro studies [7,18,19] and clinical case reports [20,21] associate the pol
mutation S724N with resistance to ACV and FOS, an association sup-
ported by all four reporting labs in this study. Unfortunately, the dis-
cordant reports of susceptibility and low-level resistance to CDV and
PCV by labs 1 and 3 do not clarify the weak data available for these
drugs and this mutation.

After an in depth characterization by lab 3, sample EQA-D was re-
vealed to comprise a genetically mixed population, potentially ex-
plaining the discordant data between laboratories. The sample was
found to contain two distinct virus populations − both contained
R628G in pol, but one had an additional T288 M mutation in TK that is
well-established as conferring high-level resistance to both ACV and
PCV [17,22,23]. It is noteworthy that despite being absent from the
literature summarising HSV-2 resistance [8,9,23], the three laboratories
that sequenced HSV-2 pol (labs 1, 3 and 4) each reported the R628G
mutation as being resistance associated. All three laboratories reported
similar circumstantial evidence to justify this declaration: R628G was
the only unknown mutation in TK or pol that might account for A-
CV & FOS resistance, it lies within the conserved delta-C region, and an
ACV-resistant sample with the similarly-sized (to glycine) amino acid
cysteine at position 628 was previously reported by Chibo et al. [24].
Moreover, lab 3 had previously encountered the mutation in a resistant
isolate lacking any other genotypic variation of note.

That the double mutant was not detected by lab 3 after just a single
passage of the isolate suggests a substantial fitness cost of T288 M in the
absence of drug pressure, and strongly advocates the testing of primary
samples where possible. Further recombinant virus studies using re-
cently developed BAC systems are needed to enhance our under-
standing of how HSV drug resistance evolves [18,25–27].

Accurate detection of the multidrug-resistant profile of EQA‐D
would be of critical importance in the patient’s clinical management.
The inability of all but one participant to detect the resistance-

associated TK mutation has demonstrated the value of its inclusion in
this exercise. Furthermore, the lab that failed to report genotypic re-
sistance despite successfully sequencing the mixed population also en-
countered interpretation difficulties due to artefacts generated by the
NGS methodology and accompanying bioinformatics pipeline, high-
lighting the need for rigorous validation of these techniques in diag-
nostic settings [28]. Whilst well-validated genotypic resistance data-
bases are available [8,9], an automated interpretation algorithm in the
manner of those available for other viral pathogens such as HIV and
HCV [29,30] would also be extremely helpful in standardising clinical
outputs.

In the light of advances in sequencing technology, this inaugural
multi-centre EQA exercise is a timely addition to the quality manage-
ment of HSV resistance testing, facilitating the continuous assessment
of laboratory performance and the exchange of updated procedures,
and establishing a network of collaborating laboratories. Participants
were instructed to process samples according to their local procedures,
exposing considerable variation in testing policies and protocols. Whilst
having the advantage of sharing this breadth of diversity of practice,
this approach equally precluded formal comparison of several metrics,
such as Brivudin resistance. Hence, although it would be inappropriate
to dictate assay choice and sequencing methods in future distributions,
a more prescriptive approach may be warranted, specifying a list of
drugs to be evaluated phenotypically, critical codon ranges to be cov-
ered by sequencing of the two current genotyping targets, and a greater
degree of standardisation of reporting requirements.
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